
 

SAND SAFE
SAND SAFE
CERTIFIED SAFES
   
   
   
   

 Outside dimensions (H x W x D cm) 50 x 61 x 45
(+4,5 cm handle protrusion)
Inside dimensions (H x W x D cm) 37,5x48,5x26,5
Volume (litres) 50
Weight (kg) 90.00kg
Shelves 2

SAND SAFE, free standing 1st grade Safes

The SAND SAFE is a perfect match between attractive design and security. The safe is EN 1143-1 Ist grade
certified and offers high protection for your valuables.

The burnished studs of the door enrich its appearance, they represent a decorative touch which perfectly fits
with the style of the brass handle and the keyhole cover.

Inside the SAND SAFE you will find a pleasant surprise: a free battery light which allows easy access and gently
illuminates your precious objects.

For better accommodation, the safe is equipped with a tray dedicated to jewels in order to arrange your
watches, earrings and bracelets always in an orderly and safe way.

CONFORTI SAND SAFE contributes to embellish your environment. Thanks to its small size, it easily adapts to 
private homes, shops, offices and professional studios.

As required by regulation this certified safe is designed for floor and/or wall fixing.

The OCEAN SAFE is ideal for those who, in addition to safety, long for an aesthetically pleasing product.

Specifications

Inside and outside walls in high quality steel
Multilayer armoured shield with special conglomerate
Manganese plate protecting the closing mechanisms against mechanical attacks
The door is fastened to the frame by movable cylindrical bolts (fixed on hinges side)
Inside rack with movable shelves
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Equipped with a tray dedicated to jewels
Inside led light with batteries included
180° door opening to facilitate inside access
Anchoring holes on the base and on the back as required by certification (specific screws included)
UNI EN 1143-1 1st Grade Certification

Standard lock
Key lock with two keys (UNI EN 1300 certified – B grade)

On request:

Powered digital lock with keyboard for personal code

Colour:

Light brown safe 

Shelf, drawer and mechanisms cover: RAL 7035

CONFORTI SPA reserves the right to make changes to the products without notice

Model Outside
dimensions

(H x W x D cm)

Inside
dimensions

(H x W x D cm

Weight Kg. Volume
Litres

Shelves

SAND SAFE 50X61X45(*) 37,5x48,5x26,5 90 50 2

(*) +5,5 cm. handle protrusion
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